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Do you ever argue with your
parents or guardians, only to
think about how you haven't

proven yourself to them?
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I remember going on a hike and looking up at the stars in
deafening darkness on a skinny footpath. And in that darkness,
I asked them what they thought of the stars without the city
lights. We hiked back to the cabin, and they let out every story
that came to mind: home, friends, future, in this freeing time
lost in the woods of LA.
They said that I'm the only one that understands them without
judgments, or any other that I meet and know, about several
times of the day. Silent, ears open I connected with each face
I've met, even if it was only for that one moment.
I'm not saying that I'm a golden soul, but I'd like to think that I
haven't turned down a pair of eyes that wanted to speak there
mind.
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Wonderboy
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I used to wake up to deathly silence
Stare into the ceiling, mom and dad both

sleeping
Grandma and Grandpa's rooms closed in the

deep quiet
I'd leave our small room and reach the front

door
It was a metal screen door and the lock was far
beyond my reach, but I'd just sit on the cold tile

with the wooden door open and look out into
the grayish blue sight

The streets that would be bustling with childish
squeal and formulaic dreams stood calm

It was nice
I never heard the concrete cracks so out of

breath
It was a Sunday morning

Only this day, were the meter ran flat
I was shy and hesitant in youth, so this morning

was my time to be at ease
There wasn't much grass in the yard, but it all
seemed to match the dim light of the shadows

Half a fence is all I could see and the cars across
the street were lined perfectly to falling squares
Sitting and waiting, I knew there was no fear in

the sea skies blue
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Doors to the truck opened slowly
I would hang onto the handle with all my

might
Me and my dad on our way to school
5 years old, not knowing the world 

The doors creaked close
He stared forward, I didn't know

He witnessed terror in the flesh and made
through the ballistics to see me off to the

hills of numbers and letters
He turned the key and out came anger

Enough lyrical bullets to paint a struggling
story in the clouds

Slanging and dealing shattering the faulted
mirrors on the TV screen 

The truck warmed to levels of journey 
He smiled and bobbed his head

Connected, father to son, I listened to his
life by the subtly drops of each poet that

spoke out to reach the cleaner world
Respect and putting food on the table, all a

man is asked to do
With a small child to raise, anything is

possible to keep afloat
Drum kicks and symphonic snippets laid
fertilizer for the lines to grow into more
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5 years old, I knew I wouldn't have the
hardened hands of my father

5 years old, I knew I wouldn't have to
look over my shoulder with hands

wrapped
5 years old, I knew I wouldn't have to
worry about doors being ripped apart

5 years old, I vibed to the kicks and
melodies on the way to class

5 years old, I put the hole ridden puzzle
together with the pieces in the blue

skies
5 years old, I could recite in joy

It came to a halt, reaching the crayon
gates of kinder

The flooded lyrics ran in my mind
knowing today was arts and crafts

Comfortable and at ease, dad left to
work with a doughnut and coffee in

hand
Gifted and praised, none of the other
kids knew the words that I gravitated

towards
My ears were more than purple

dinosaurs and spandex suits
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As men, we see to the stars for our
father's aim

Build our stories, profoundly
Conquer moons and beams that halt our

track
No matter the feats I face

The youthful breed believes there
cannot be another me

By Herculean might, I am called upon
roars amongst the pride lands

But still, I sit in congratulatory steps
unfit for lands of Olympus

Under duress, I measure beyond the
cries with no effort

Maybe, I am not fit amidst the tiers of
mine

Maybe, within the calling towns is
where I must plant and grow further

than flights of bees
Maybe, I don't fit here, but in turn the

stead
As men we launch before our father's

light
As men we seek the triumph of golden

sights
As a man, I cannot be seated upon a

throne with fire upon ice
But as a man, I can aspire to the rolls of

faulted mortal dice
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I dreamt of a mountain peak
I could see the bit of plateau that I had

not seen before
Over a fallen tree and amidst the

delicate snow stream, I couldn't believe
I sought for my camera to freeze the
frame in time, but I fell to my knees

The air thinned and my body gave way
I awoke from a tortured sleep that

seemed to mirror the path I live
Do I fall once I reach my peak?
Will I lay alone in open space of

dreams? 
I was afraid of the struggle to breathe 
The silver lining would be the fight to

stand before the snow capped peak and
take in the sights of a wonderland for a

second longer.
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14 and into high school, 
clueless and afraid 
Except I'm older, 

beyond youthful fray
Still, I dream during the course and

dread the group connection
"I'm right. That's dumb. Do you know

what the question was?"
I don't mind thoughtless banter; 
its the leaking ego that I ponder. 

if a person studied lines and
paragraphs, then do they really have the

answer or do they struggle making
connections?

Hold me in contempt in a court of law
We sit and dissect a piece of literal Art:

is it not great?
Or am I watching the hands tick along

the clock while wondering if I can make
her laugh?

why aren't serious thoughts put into
these lyrics we read aloud to feel the
winds of Eden with the grace of light

beyond the clouds?
Why don't you tear at a baby listening to

their mother sing soft and
wholeheartedly?

A textbook knows so much as the reader
who leaves the world behind and lecture

about the plot line.
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Taxi stream up and beyond the
streetlights

School of fish headed upstream
There's a child sitting at a window

during a rainstorm
The downpour and lightning are like

dreams put to skies
The child looks into each passing cab,

smiling at a skewed mirror self
There's more in a childish dream than is
put forth in coloring books and journals 

Cabs for each child waiting in a
windowsill 

Waiting, wondering, planning
For each year that passes, the cabs

move closer and the faces fade 
Blind flowers to stripped gardens
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Pictures pop up and hold for a while
The madness of an artist

The creation of true genius 
They want meaning

Want to know how it ties in to reality
Pages and pages found

Every other, image/poetry 
Notes to self "How difficult did it get

each year that passed?"
"What do you think pain is?"

"Why did you seem calm when the
world worried?"

3 questions for idols
Heroes, inspirations to carry on

For every kid sitting in darkness with
melodies on repeat, their idols/heroes/
inspirations stand on a balcony looking
out questioning life and their place in it.
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Maybe it's being young, you know?
Not knowing what days can become

or who knows why silence is the safest
route,

but I know I can't save each person that
calls, even if they don't ask for it. 

Only 21, but it's being young where life
issues get caught in a web

and you can't free yourself from it. 
A web of truths or a web of lies,

decisions don't match true intentions. 
When a hero, mentor, or role model

fades to black, what are we to do?
Let the chaos stack and be fine with

drowned happiness? 
The Miles Morales path

Become the hero to give yourself a sense
of "I got this". Out with the old and

repeated, and in with the missing piece
forgotten.
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How am I supposed to see with glass in front of my face?
(If it breaks, then I get a cool scar or an eye patch to fill the

space)
Is something wrong with me?

(The instruments said I can't see as well as you, so I'll probably
go to another school)

What if Leene thinks something's wrong with me and she moves
to another table without me?

(She's nice and the dimples on her cheeks are something
different when she smiles, the world wouldn't spin the same if

she moves and never speaks to me again)
Does this mean I can't play soccer anymore?

(I was just getting good, but I've been a punching bag on the
field, a peg below the poles that stood)

What if the smart kids take me in as one of their own?
(I'm not as smart, I'm near a philosophical shart)

What if I get made fun of?
(I've been bullied once before and I don't want to know what it's

like to fell the steaming gravel of the floor)
  

If I hid out, then I wouldn't be as bright now
If I was too afraid to embrace misguided, nearsighted angst;

then I'd be in a corner, afraid and frantic to leave in haste
Then the skies were clearer and the world showed fear

Troubled times awaited a kid with dreams faded
But that's what being a kid who wasn't the same was about
Overthinking and fear of rejection from an all too different

reflection
Animals to the slaughter, but the gate broke free

Made in shackles, but the cuffs let be
Change is a message that the present isn't just fine

So a tweak here and there won't let the vision go blind
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How did the youthful me burn with
broken hearted delight?

Utter shock and unspoken futures
holding my newborn soul to hell

Home hallways had nothing to match
dramatics

Empty voids within the house and a
heart, which matched the same

Bedroom woes tuned to Swifts of
sadness

Teenage dreams, so bland and far
unpolished. 

The world can pause on midnight
contemptuous dreams. 

As for younger me, the shackles upon
heartstrings loosen with each broken

future dream;
But sounds to beat linger as do drinks,

Swift
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Sunrise peeks through the blinds like a
toddler me

It stares and irks to wake to mountain
peaks

Complex and expanded hues as a sketch
come to life

But what entails upon the few awoke by
their young self?

Dreams, goals, achievable odds, and a
stone up

A never ending story that is morning
from the time we wake up

The morning, where a new day is
booted up
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Shadows cling like glitter that's thrown on
We wanted to be the girl with a talking monkey, but it didn't

happen 
Instead a purple dinosaur helped us clean because the ice

cream man was right around the corner
I wonder what ever happened to Hector

Maybe he quit, started a business, moved to New York, made
millions 

I never needed glasses until the 3rd grade
Some kids thought about being gay, and all I dreamt about

was soccer against the 5th graders and where my Blue Power
Ranger Powerglove went

I was Spiderman in the spotlight, meaning I saved no one, but
I did fall into a flip once 

I think about the colors and what they mean when sung
Blue is too droopy and red is quick with power to fall away

when the word ends
What if the dinosaur was right, and 'All We Need is Love' is a

drunken singalong?
What about the unicorns?

A beast with one horn, that throws up rainbows and flies when
the winds blow. 

Out of it
Out of everything that makes for a person, but that sounds

depressing 
So, sit with the drops of skittles from the sky because the

leprechaun is lost without gold and the forecast called for rain 
Maybe these nightmares and dreams are the beginning to

growing up
You see what you want and no it'll never exist, but you still

plan them out when you're bored
Growing up, the nightmare that is a dream within reality when

the tires roll flat
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There was a day when I thought all my dreams would go
to waste. 

Like the girl in my first period who I talked to, would just
go away. 

Leave me fighting to stay awake,
Economics wasn't something you wanted to take, 

but had to. 
Like the time she lost her phone and I caught her on the
verge of crying, you know puppies that stare through the

window glass because they're all alone;
I put my arm on her shoulder, a hero she knew and

trusted, and retraced her steps, Batman: The Greatest
Detective. 

But I was more like Spiderman, the teen who had no
chance because she was beautiful. 

I'm still Spiderman, the lost Peter Parker. 
She forgot I existed. 

I caught up to her out and about and thought about our
time, I honestly missed it. 

I was ghost to a past that she wanted to forget, Mary Jane
off to marry the astronaut. 

She forgot me. 
Should I be bitter?

Yeah, probably. 
But I know there's Gwen Stacy I missed or haven't met

until recently. 
I have my goblins and tendentious ideas, difficulties. 

But that's what growing up is, and adapting to the scene
is.
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I like walks along the seaside and
calming mirror pep talks. 

Is it a wonder why I found a spot in
senseless metaphors?

I'm not insecure, 
I just listen

To you 
To them
To then

no wonder I write senseless 
My music is stacked beyond the guns,

heartaches, and conductors
My mind holds lyrics beyond a

collection of number one singles
Kids nicknamed me "Drake", not

because of the money, the motto, or
goals;

but because what they read about me
that speaks about her and why she isn't

here anymore,
or who she is now,

or she could be the next day
My music, a pen, a keyboard, an ear,

but no mandals 
because I don't want to be caught

tripping over nothing
Only fall into sand and laugh at what's
done, as long as it stays out of dreams
on repeat and in the forgotten future

past
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Have you ever put down in ink 
the future of a pair of pom-poms,

while thinking of how Dora connects to
a conversation someone else put parts

down,
and finishing a stanza connecting true

love to a thought up fandom?
Because tacos are the soul;

sure chicken soup holds every feeling
together, but can you really eat a can

while you're frustrated in class?
A softball field, one of the few true

diamonds, can mean the world to a little
girl with broken leg in the dugout

crying. 
Because the team lost. 

She couldn't help it. 
Like the world today, we could mope

around at what we missed out on
or treat the loss as a day to get back to. 

When the door of memory finally closes, 
a munchkin will still say they love you

with a turtle on the wall.
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The shade of blue drew my eyes to
ponder.

Away I looked, but unconscious my eyes
had locked.

Her shade of blue and flowing strings of
brown fluttered through weakest winds,

and I stayed fixed in sight. 
She glanced and twisted with the

dimpled lake,
holding eyes in conversations true. 
We spoke none of words that foolish

young lovers speak.
Yet, pupils concrete,

the childish lake is that of run-ins with
tempted dreams.
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Duck and hide away from comments
they make
Nothing

"You'll be nothing and grovel"
Family disappears

Friends wither away
And bonds break as you journey inward,

finding who you are to be
  

Nothing matters when the odds are
pressed against you

Souls can hardly bare to witness
There are no angels that watch over

your battered mind
They watch you, hoping to cause your

collapse
That's why we write
That's why we push
That's why we love
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I wait for sleep as it were haunting,
but I've found that floating into dreams

lead me closer to individual.
Not one person on earth can be singular 

until the cloth is cut from kin.
But i grow tired of this wait

and force myself to lay, eyes rest;
and move time forward.

Hands of God twisting the gear wheel,
time moves for heavenly bodies,

but none for common grown hands.
I wonder what shows beyond that

closed door;
3 people under a roof and a year of

emotion pulsing through.
I've dreamed of my own space,

but only see it true in the shallow
future.

  
Sleep be my queen,

and lead me off to dream until the
moving boxes come.
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Orange starlight
lets my heart shine

through dark, bland hour of night.
Frozen beams chart

fingers through her bark
hands do we part
in subtle sparks.
Not to hold back

the thunder and cloud smack
beyond the waves.

Summer's sweet scent
passing from her west

the skies, they cave.
Nothing matters,

but hearts that gather
all the same.

Summertime blind
fall do the hands of time

and the sand, our toes, the stage.
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Time ticks softer with each numbing
beat,

Failing to take in each strike of the stick
as sound is pressed forward.

We, very few, take a downward spin as
weeks pass in summer heat;

where reflection numbs the joys of
ascent.

In a place where some may follow,
few are blind to lines that they lead.

Vision presses on the silent few,
but never to strike the hands which

stain with welcome leaked.
Dreams form few goals as bulbs give

light.
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Grown dreams end with a tear.
She told me age 22 would be her final.

Cheery eyes and fun sized delight,
she has heaven-like ambitions

and maternal peaks.
She made me think about the next few,

years that pass while I stare glance
behind.

What have I done?
Shackles give more hope to the troubled

than open fields lay before deer.
Mild mannered, blameless guilt;
I wrote my ideas in a notebook

and left it in forgotten box.
Almost at 22 years,

and I look through old messages like it'll
happen again.

I need to speak to the ghost of heartache
and choose blindness over bitter

memories,
the lights shine a shade above contempt

and regret.
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Miss Jansen is quick to ponder why I show,
day in & day out

Same set of vibrant hues
Tulips of pink

and Roses of blue
Purple daisies

and Sunburst petunias
With a card 
Plain as rain
Blank as fate

She smiles as machines click to cost
"Why vibrant and bland?"

I can only smirk and be subtle
"Because I've learned, 'with love comes trouble.'"

Unfazed, she asks, "Is she special?"
"Do lights tremor to a sped heartbeat?"

"Is she as fond of the sunrise as you ponder the dreams of lasting
mights?"

Before she could end, I only need one response
"Unlike poets, I can't her to heaven's crown"

"Nor can I speak to her eyes lit by sullen skies"
"I haven't met her, only pieces of her"

"As to my daily purchase, you told me to always be prepared"
"Before I go and wait as to tend to fate, a separate set is to be left"

"I bid farewell and welcome ties to sleepless discussions"
  

Preparation opens the gates of deception
Frail as hands become

a touch can share the close of chapters
As clicks sound further between the jumps,

the cost displays priceless 
as seeds bloom with ending sighs,
and bright do memories become

when lights are fixed on self contemplation.28



Awaken am I
by troubled sights that are broken lines

condemning the beauty of minds.
Lyrics are that of promiscuous dreams,

the strolls along the cobblestone.
Who are the elites, of whom speak in

deviled tongues,
which have become plagues in unknown

centers?
Yet, blinded are they to pillars of art.
Lights shined amongst marked men,

and drones of unstrung puppets harden,
concrete to marked coattails.

  
Chain-linked letters may be mindful,

but prolific the words are not.
For shined walls hide bloodstained

woes,
and they that are kings trade crowns for

pleas.
Apologetic, they become,
Gods, mirrors envision,

Mountaintops, grounds conquered;
yet, false are the counts.

  
Poetics carry no heavenly merit,
but adored and shared are these

speeches of tempted senses.
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Silence, dear friend.
  

Silence is what should calm the
insecurities.

Silence is what should strengthen trust,
add cement to the foundation. 

As bad as a held tongue pains me,
its better that we act as trees and let the

clouds clear.
Each small amount of text is like a stab

at who i chose to be;
the confidant, the truth, the mentor, the

tutor,
the free-flow in jell-o molds.
He to you is beaded water,

two of the same and stronger when one.
Silence,

in bitter silence for a shortened time is
where pens will pick back up once more.

The skies will clear and he'll return,
take my word.

Tumultuous silence, the bitterest of
found kinship.
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Early morning or late night,
Ice cream is never sweeter than it is

tonight.
Vanilla mixed with chips of cookie

dough.
Its mind boggling how what shouldn't

be consumed
makes up the joyful woes on our taste

buds.
Neither healthy, 

nor shied away from.
Its the meteorite into a home that

builds character,
the starfish out of water breathing in

toxic air.
Some days,

the unhealthiest of choices
that steady irregular heartbeats.
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Thunderous, hardened clouds cement in skies of blue,
Like darkened bags beneath my eyes where dreams diminish

beyond pursuit
  

Booms rattle nests of green,
Heavily, are florescent sights seen

  
As a child, each drop of sky was that of godly tears,

But woes plague broken fears
  

Its in a spring moonlight where time begins to slow,
And she emerges from nightmare dreams to fold

  
Nay,

For dreams are not nightmares nor daisies are no rose
  

But it is in a fall shower where mirrors hide stressed disaster,
Not each rose is in turn a flower

  
What shall beauty be?

What shall this nature be?
  

'Tis a season,
Where leaves fall for dreary reason,

Her hand in marriage, not deserving, but unholy receiving,
  

This is what love shall be: Seasonal,
As is the weather noted as deceivable,

  
For the rumbles in the blackened sky are nothing more than a

mind rambling between golden greens and love received,
And it means all to well in the eyes of those with lives

displeased.
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An empty chair waiting
The weary silence 
Alone in this room
Days may change 

Nights may have clouds
The unforgiving tears will

run down
Missing pieces in a life

complete
Where did it start from?

Where will it go? 
Life so unforgiving 

The problems take their toll
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Things you don't want to see
Don't want to hear
Don't want to feel

Each second passes 
It comes and goes

You don't know what you're going to think
Unknowing of what you may feel

Stuck in a complicated place
There's a great distance from either or

Yet there isn't any space to escape
A vacuum 

The days you wish they'd take you to the
back room

A silent pop
The lights dim and your clock stops

Not wanting to think or witness this new
experience

"I don't know what to do"
"I don't know where to turn"

"I have no clue how to handle these
movements and decisions"

A mess as usual
No seats to take but an empty stool

Little kids drown in family pools
Feel the same through the bickering and

lack of respect
Why is there such a strong resentment?
Bubbles float along the skies the less  air

they attain
Waste no breathe on terrorizers the more

that they complain
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The winds speak softly in howls
Trees sway by the whispers

Silent temptations take heed
Lords and Gods have lost their spiritual

sensations
Sunsets on the cloudy horizons

The lights dim
Sight is muddled under the mystic

personal fogs
Contentious nightingales drop from

terrorized skies
Unimagined realities of time lose the

forever seconds
Blank stares control the zombies

cadence
Happiness and sorrow meld with each

forgiving tear 
Down the tunnels into despair 

Unrepaired motivations
The cataclysmic frights of wishful

dreams
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Clouds on a summer's morning just off onto the horizon
The awe-struck paintings of Picasso 

Which staggered our emotional grasp to the ink 
She comes around the corner once more

Filled with joy and laughter
The innocence from eye to eye
A smile that lifts every ceiling 

Another day has passed
Another in which she was here, side by side

Another opportunity to take in the joys of others
The innocence of conversation 

The innocence of wonder
And the clock ticks as we learn once more

Balances
Compounds
Connections

And conversions
The momentous occasion that leaves troubles aside

If only for that moment and nothing more
A sign for things to come

Laughter and innocence as if we were toddlers 
New to one another on a playground

Showing each other the masterpieces of crayons and mud
Learning from one another 
Rather than from the source

Combining ideas and thoughts to enjoy the slow-paced busy work
Collaborating on sheets filled with words

Words that make sense in theory and not so much in application 
She cannot be mine

But here she is as the focus
The underlying lesson of joy whilst at work

A focus as another day passes
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Stars shine
Shine through these darkened skies
Skies filled with happiness and joy

Joy comes from these new opportunities
Opportunities once promised are gone

Gone with the snake-skin as we shed the old age
Age old dreams that died in the tough times

Times when nothing meant everything
Everything was set for a return 

Return to the golden age and ways we lived
Lived with ambition

Ambition that propelled us forward
Forward through rock bottom 

Bottom floor lobbies where we now check in
In every successful meeting there's a moment

The moment that causes the memories to come back
Back and forth, tossing and turning

Turning around to see what I left behind
Behind the tracks we forged together

Together we peaked and fell
Fell only to rise

Rise from the soil, a new man
Man whose purpose is to live

Live for you and no other
Other paces skip the flowers in the sand

Sand grains the gleam like the stars
Stars that provide hope

Hope we have to breathe
Breathe the cool air of the morning

Morning sun for the eventually crowning
Crowning of us all as the day becomes ours
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I told her about my scars
The scrapped knees and dirty elbows

  
As we pass the science buildings

This conversation is reduced to silence
Not because our stories have been laid out before us

But it's the opened hallways and clueless young students
Sitting around with clothes cleanly pressed

I've always wondered why they peer at every girl in a sundress
Glaring intently as a puppy to its owner

Building to a bark to gain love
Or attention

  
I'd ask her about the homework

Every other day on our way to class
Try to see where she stands on romantic poets

If blindness caressed our eyes
Chances are we take the same path to our routine hour and a half

Same conversations with different reasons to laugh
  

These trees 
So brittle and stagnant

Same pathways and flow of traffic remind me of high school
Handshakes choreographed in the hundred student march

Conversations beginning through text
Answering quick escapes as we pass through the commons

The choice of routes dodging the unwanted sights
One ear bud in the left ear to block the constant youthful dramas

And with right ear free to discuss the social issues of a teenage year
The crushes and relationship issues

The substitutes and mischief planned to avoid tiresome lab mice
agendas
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Constant motion
Schools of fish at sea

Bumping and nudging to get to the brief spaces of air
Freshmen lockers placed in midst the traffic

Only lunch brought fresh air and expired goods
As war strategists

We found our silence and nirvana
Spacious lunch benches beside the overworked

constructions
Twas then when we could speak in uncensored peace

As calm as concertos and sonnets
The brief breaks would end soon and begin another half to

the crammed hallways
  

So we laugh through the cleared pathway
Taking in the sounds of softball and collegiate discussions

Peering over shoulders to see one another 
Glancing gazes to affirm the safety in routinely walkways

Her eyes tell stories of silent enjoyment
A civil schedule to make peace with barks from dogs

As we approach the door
Our story of then begins to halt

Inserting the chapter where character lists expand
And conversations shift into our foregrounds

Where laughter is sourced from collaborative solitudes
And the focuses shift from one to one

To the entirety of insanity
And so begins the class where we delve deep into romantic

thought
And dissect the once analyzed thought of Shelley, Wroth,

and Shakespeare
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What does it mean
to be strong in more

than one way?
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It was years after I moved away and I saw her riding down the
street moving closer where I stood. That moment was as if time
slowed to a crawl and I was given the options of letting her ride

past or calling out for her. Originally, I stood in awe and watched
as she rode by with only the sound of the wind calling out. Feet
away with the hesitation to call out her name, and to be able to

hear her and see the joyous smile upon her face. If it was possible,
maybe then life would be different. Maybe if it was possible, I

would call out h name and sit under those stars to hear her voice.
I'd have the chance to sit on the curb and speak to her for a

moment in time. Under those stars, life could be different. Under
those stars, I'd say everything that numerous phone calls could

never speak of. From that day forward I would be able to see her
smile and never think to myself "What if?" Under those stars, I

would have been the shoulder she needed to rest on and become
that escape from the worlds troubles. We wouldn't be on this non-

speaking set of terms, there wouldn't be any arguments or
cursing. Under this stars, I would've never let her go and have to

experience those troubles alone. She would have been here in
person to help me get through these life issues. Life would

certainly be different if the words were spoken at that moment
under those stars.
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The doors are opening, so you should clean up and get
ready to go through them. It's not often that you can go
through the restricted doors. Everyone is mixed, aren't
they? Some are happy, some are still mad, but most of
them are sad. You don't have any idea how you should
feel or if you can feel anything, right? Get up and walk
through the cold metal doors that lead to the restricted

zones for doctors and nurses alike. Did you see the
nurse operating the doors? Before she opened them,
she asked you if you were part of the group. You can't

be shy at a time like this, or else you'll lose your chance
to get in and see what happens when time is about to

stop. She seemed nice.
The waiting room is filled with noise, it's almost like

thinking is obsolete. The voices are finally gone, right?
Dreaming isn't going to happen any time soon either,

but you have a nice cold waiting room chair to yourself.
Sure, you might have new nightmares, but a comfy cold

chair. Try to cheer up.
 Time to go through, are you up for it? Well, you better
be. This is your only chance to see what the adults get

to see. Aren't you a bit happy to what lays behind those
doors? Just try to focus on the positives. You know, the

fact that you've done this once before. You only look
straight ahead while following the crowd, why? You

always try to look into the rooms of the others
whenever you come to visit. That's a bit odd, especially

for a fifteen year old.
Remember when he had a stroke and his foot ballooned

ten times the size of your foot with water? It was New
Year's Day, and the Rose Parade was on and it was

playoff time too. He loved sports, didn't he? 
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Anyway, it's okay. A couple more turns and a couple of those
congested hallways, then you're all going to be inside; to see

him. Go sit next to her by the window, seems like your
grandma could use a hug as much as you do. She always wore
that gray knitted coat and the flower printed shirt, blue pants

and brown shoes to complete her outfit.
Wires and even more wires are attached to him. The machines

keep beeping even though he's not really moving. He didn't
really move when you were younger. Don't you remember? He
always sat in his chair listening the radio on his TV. You tried

to mess the radio once, but he caught you and showed you
what sports were like in Spanish. The words never made

sense, but you got yelled at enough in Spanish that you knew a
couple of words. He taught you respect and how to get out of
being yelled at. His TV was his newsroom, living room, and
voice. The porch was his own sanctuary, but only you could

hide in it.
Are your eyes watering up? You can let out. Let them fall. Rest
your head on your grandma and let the watery beads fall. Why

did they call you all inside? That's different from the usual
"only five people" can visit rule. You can focus on the fact that
your grandma is holding you. Whenever you get scared, just

hold onto her.
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The doctor is beside the bed, and so is your dad. He's crying a bit
too, but can you really see out of those beaded eyes? Wipe them

clean, it'll help you get a better picture of them. She has a tissue out
for you, reach out and grab it. It looks like this white room is filled
with everyone. Do you even know how many people are inside with
you? Have you ever met have of them? Seems like he meant a lot to

a lot of people. Almost like you with the kids at school! The walls
are lined with people you never knew you were related to. It's

amazing, for being a quiet man he really left an imprint on so many
people's lives.

Where's your mom? Move your head from under your grandma's
arms and look beside the bed, she's there by your dad holding onto

him. She always wanted your grandpa to visit the house, but he
would refuse. Your mom and dad have always been together in

these types of times. It's a miracle that no one notices that they're
never apart. That's probably why your grandpa liked you're dad. He
made a promise to take care of you and your family, so far he's kept

that promise.
Is that priest here for him? Look at the doorway, is it him? Man in a

black coat with black pants and a white-collar. Everyone is
hysterical. Aunts are screaming, shouting to the ceiling. Don't you

lose it. Listen, don't you lose it. There's always a prayer before
something important.

Remember not being able to think? Breathe in and out, and let
them fall. The shouting isn't helping, but don't you lose it. Why is

there so much noise? It's like a herd of gazelle running from a
lioness. Don't shout, or at least try to contain it. You have to quiet
down. Breathe in and out, and let them fall. Deep breaths! Do it!
Close your eyes and focus! Focus kid! He would want you to be

strong a focus! Let them fall! You have to just let them fall! It'll be
fine! Nothing has happened yet! It's only a priest to give his

blessing! Everyone wanted to ensure that your grandpa would be
okay! The priest is a safety net, if anything fails! Let them fall and
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He's still alive. 
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